NOBEL
however, probably because of difficulties of transport, it seems to
have been some time before nitro-glycerinc could be delivered in
the considerable quantities required for the purpose,* In any case
during the summer of 1864, trial blasting operations were conducted
in the Dannemora, Vigelsbo and Herriing mines, and in October
of the same year the explosive was used in the tunnelling operations
\mder Soudermalm to complete the last section of the Southern
Railway into Stockholm. By the middle of May, 1865, nitro-
glycerine was being used in the Bcrsbo mine (near Atvidabarg), and
by the end of the year 314 pounds had boon used there. During
1864 and the beginning of 1865, Alfred had taken over the direction
of everything concerning tests, production and exploitation of the
new explosive in Sweden. When the Nitre-glycerine Company was
formed he seems at first to have been simultaneously managing
director, production manager, chief clerk and cashier. The com-
pany's first cash-book was kept by him personally in the autumn
of 1864. In spite of the heavy blow that hud descended upon the
family through the explosion at Heleneborg, he maintained his
faith in his discovery and its future with admirable courage. He
soon felt that the time had come to seek a wider field for its
exploitation, and in the spring of 1865 he accordingly went to
Germany, where, in Hamburg, he succeeded in securing two
partners and financiers, the Swedish merchant, W. Winkler, and
Bandmann, a lawyer. On the 20th June, 1865, the firm of Alfred
Nobel and Company was entered in the trade register of Hamburg.
Under the name Dynamit~Aktien-Gesell$chaft vowttals Alfred
Nobel & Co. this undertaking still holds a leading position in the
general explosives industry of Germany, as is indeed the case with
all the dynamite companies founded by Nobel in various countries.
During the first experimental efforts in Germany, it is probable
* The correspondence, which was carried on in French, has a certain interest, and
»ome of the letters are given in Appendix VII.
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